It is introduced an analogue of the orbit-breaking subalgebra for the case of free flows on locally compact metric spaces, which has a natural approximate structure in terms of a fixed point and any nested sequence of central slices around this point. It is shown that in the case of minimal flows admitting a compact Cantor central slice, the resulting C˚-algebra is the stabilization of the Putnam orbit-breaking subalgebra associated to the induced homeomorphism on the central slice. 17 5 Acknowledgments 19 2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 46L05, 46L55.
Introduction
Ordered sequences of Rokhlyn type decompositions of a minimal Cantor system pX, φq associated to a closed set Y Ă X give rise in a natural way to an AF -subalgebra A Y of the transformation group C˚-algebra CpXq¸φ Z ( [8] ). This is the orbit-breaking subalgebra, as defined by Putnam. Under suitable assumptions on Y , it encodes the ordered K 0group and the set of traces, through the natural embedding, and provides a concrete tight AF -embedding for the ambient algebra. It is also used in order to prove AT -structure for the crossed product C˚-algebra.
Such construction can be generalized to the case of minimal homeomorphisms on compact metric spaces ( [9, 10] ). The resulting C˚-algebra is RSH in this situation. In the case the space is finite-dimensional, this C˚-algebra has finite decomposition rank, a condition that guarantees ASH-structure for the crossed product itself ( [12] ).
The problem of determining a good analogue of the orbit breaking subalgebra in the case of actions of more general groups is open and a study of such C˚-algebras could bring further achievements towards a better understanding of the structure of more general transformation group C˚-algebras (Problem 12.7.4 and Problem 12.7.5 in [6] ).
In the present paper it is given a dynamical presentation of the stabilization of the orbit breaking subalgebra A y associated to a minimal homeomorphism on the Cantor set X and a point y P X as a C˚-subalgebra of the crossed product associated to the suspended flow pX, Rq. It is well known that the transformation group C˚-algebra of the suspended flow contains a copy of A y b K, since CpXq¸Z and CpXq¸R are Morita equivalent and the latter algebra is stable in the free case. The interest here is to give a concrete presentation of A y b K Ă CpXq¸R as a C˚-algebra associated to the flow. We begin by giving the construction of this C˚-algebra for general minimal flows on locally compact metric spaces. We see that in the case X is a Cantor set, this C˚-algebra is AF and its K 0 -group is order-isomorphic to the K 0 -group of the crossed product associated to the suspended flow (or equivalently to the stabilization of the crossed product associated to the original homeomorphism). The result then follows by Elliott classification of AFalgebras ( [5] ).
The set S B :" tx P B | a´pxq`a`pxq " 0u is called the central slice of B.
If B is a box, then the map
is a homeomorphism ([1] Lemma 2.6 (iii)) and conversely, any compact S Ă X admitting an l ą 0 such that the flow restricted to Sˆr´l{2,`l{2s is an embedding, is the central slice of a box (this was observed in [7] Remark 7.3.). We will usually drop the subscript B in (1) and write φ " φ B when the flowbox B is clear from the context. The following Lemma is an application of the constructions contained in Lemma 2.11 and Lemma 2.16 of [1] .
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a locally compact metric space and φ : R ñ X a free flow. For every point x P X there is a sequence of boxes tB n u with non-empty interior and with associated central slices tS n u and lengths tl n u such that:
(i) S n Ă S n´1 X Bn´1 for every i P N`, (ii) for every L ą 0 there exists N P N such that l n ą L for every n ą N , (iii) S n Ă B 1{n pxq for every n P N`, (iv) for every n P N and 0 ă l ď l n , the box φpS nˆr´l {2,`l{2sq has non-empty interior,
(v) for every n P N and 0 ă η ă l n {2, there is a k ą n such that if L 1 ď L 2 are real numbers with´l n {2 ă L 1´η , L 2`η ă l n {2, then
Proof. Let x P X. Let B 0 " φpS 0ˆr´l {2,`l{2sq be the box around x constructed in [1] Lemma 2.11. Note that for every r ą 0 the box φppS 0 X B r pxqqˆr´l{2,`l{2sq has non-empty interior. Let tl n u nPN be a diverging sequence of positive real numbers with l 0 " l. It follows from the proof of Lemma 2.16 of [1] that there is K P N such that for every k ą K the set S 0 X B 1{k pxq is the central slice of a flowbox with non-empty interior of length l 1 ; since B has non-empty interior, it is possible to choose such a k 1 ą 1 in order to obtain B 1{k 1 pxq Ă B0 and so S 0 X B 1{k 1 pxq Ă S 0 X B0. We set S 1 :" S 0 X B 1{k 1 pxq and B 1 :" φpS 1ˆr´l1 {2,`l 1 {2sq. Suppose now that we are given a natural number n ą 1 and a flowbox of the form B n " φpS nˆr´ln {2,`l n {2sq with S n " S 0 X B 1{kn pxq, k n ą n. As above, we can find k n`1 ą n`1 such that B 1{k n`1 pxq Ă Bn and S 0 X B 1{k n`1 is the central slice of a flowbox with non-empty interior of length l n`1 . The sequence of flowboxes so obtained satisfies (i)-(iv); we need to prove (v). For let S n be as above, η ą 0 be given and L 1 ă L 2 be such that´l n {2 ă L 1´η , L 2`η ă l n {2. From the construction it follows that S n is the central slice of a flowbox of the form φpS nˆr´η ,`ηsq whose interior is non-empty and contains x. Hence there is k ą 0 such that B 1{k pxq Ă pφpS nˆr´η ,`ηsqq˝. Then
proving (v). l Definition 2.3. Let X be a locally compact metric space, φ : R ñ X a free flow and x P X. A flowbox structure (relative to the flow φ) around x is a sequence of boxes B " tB n u with non-empty interior which satisfies conditions (i)-(v) of Lemma 2.1 with respect to x.
We recall the concept of suspension flow of a minimal homeomorphism, which gives natural examples of flowbox structures.
Let S be a metric space, Φ P AutpSq a free homeomorphism and τ : S Ñ R`a strictly positive continuous function. Define an equivalence relation on RˆS in the following way: pt, xq " ps, yq if there is n P N ą0 such that either y " Φ n pxq and t " ř n´1 i"0 τ pΦ i pxqq`s or x " Φ n pyq and s " ř n´1 i"0 τ pΦ i pyqq`t. Let X pS,Φ,τ q " pRˆSq{ ". This is the suspension of pS, Φq associated to the function τ . The space X pS,Φ,τ q is a metric space (since S is, cfr. [2] 4) and it admits a flow defined in the following way: let rt, xs P X pS,Φ,τ q with 0 ď t ă τ pxq and s P R. If 0 ď s`t ă τ pxq, let φ s prt, xsq " rt`s, xs; if s`t ě τ pxq, let k P N be uniquely given by the condition ř k´1 i"0 τ pΦ i pxqq ď s`t ă ř k i"0 τ pΦ i pxqq and define φ s prt, xsq " rt`s´ř k´1 i"0 τ pΦ i pxqq, Φ k pxqs; if t`s ă 0, let k be uniquely given by the condition´ř´1 i"´k τ pΦ i pxqq ď s`t ă´ř´1 i"´k`1 τ pΦ´1pxqq and define φ s prt, xsq " rs`t´ř´1 i"´k τ pΦ´ipxqq, Φ´kpxqs. The space X pS,Φ,1q is sometimes called the mapping torus associated to Φ.
Suppose now that we are given a compact metric space X endowed with a free minimal flow and that there is a central slice S with non-empty interior such that the first return map Φ :" Φ S | S : S Ñ S is a homeomorphism. Denote by τ : S Ñ R`the first return time. Since for every rt, xs P X pS,Φ,τ q there is a unique representative ps, yq P RˆX, with 0 ď s ă τ pyq, there is a well defined equivariant bijection ψ : X pS,Φ,τ q Ñ X. Since the map RˆS Ñ X is the composition of the quotient map p : RˆX Ñ X pS,Φ,τ q with ψ, it follows that ψ is continuous, hence a homeomorphism. This fact will be crucial in the foregoing sections. Remark 2.1. Let Y be an infinite compact metric space and r P AutpY q a free homeomorphism. Let X be the mapping torus associated to r, considered as a compact metric space with the metric defined in [2] , 4. By freeness, for every x P Y and diverging sequence tl n u Ă R`there is a diverging sequence tkpnqu Ă N such that the sets B Y 1{kpnq pyq are the central slices of flowboxes of the form B n " φpB Y 1{kpnq pyqˆr´l n {2,`l n {2sq. The sequence B " tB n u is a standard flowbox structure around y.
Let X be a locally compact metric space endowed with a free flow φ : R ñ X and B " tB n " φpS nˆr´ln {2,`l n {2squ a standard flowbox structure around a pointx P X.
For every n P N define A n pBq :"ta P C c pR, C c pXqq | apsqpxq " 0 @ x P X, s P R :
For every n P N, A n pBq is a˚-algebra. Note that the dependence on the lengths of the boxes does not appear in this definition, which actually works in much more generality. The transversality condition on the central slices seems a reasonable assumption, since R is 1-dimensional; freeness is a natural requirement too, as we shall see in the next Proposition and the forthcomng sections. Denote by A n pBq the closure of A n pBq inside CpXq¸R and by pCpXq¸Rqx pBq " lim n A n pBq. We will see in a moment that the dependence on the particular flowbox structure can be removed in the definition of this C˚-algebra.
Consider the˚-algebra
Ax :" ta P C c pR, C c pXqq | apsqpφ t pxqq " 0 @0 ď t ď s, s ď t ď 0u. Proof. We only need to prove that Ax Ă pCpXq¸Rqx . Let a P Ax. Denote by supp R paq the support of the continuous function a : R Ñ C 0 pXq. Let X 1 Ă X compact, L ą 0 with supp R paq Ă r´L,`Ls, supppaptqq Ă X 1 for every t P R. Let ą 0. We can view a as a continuous function on r´L,`LsˆX 1 .
Letφ : R ñ RˆX be the flow defined asφ t pps, yqq " ps, φ t pyqq and letỸ " p Ť tPr0,`Ls pt, φ r0,ts pxqq \ p Ť tPr´L,0s pt, φ rt,0s pxĂ r´L,`LsˆX. Consider the map Y : r´L,`Ls Ñ P c pXq, t Þ Ñ Y t " φ r0,ts pxq for t ě 0, t Þ Ñ Y t " φ rt,0s pxq for´L ď t ď 0. Since the function r´L,`LsˆX Ñ R, pr, xq Þ Ñ dpx, φ r pxqq is continuous, it follows that for every γ ą 0 there is a δ ą 0 such that for s, t P r´L,`Ls,
Hence Y is continuous. By Lemma 4.1Ỹ is closed in r´L,`LsˆX and since it is contained in the compact set r´L,`Lsˆφ r´L,`Ls pxq, it is compact. Since a vanishes oñ Y , it follows from Lemma 4.2 that there is η ą 0 such that |apsqpxq| ă {8L for every ps, xq Pφ r´η,`ηs pỸ q. In other words, |apsqpφ t pxqq| ă {8L for every´η ď t ď s`η, s ě 0 and s´η ď t ď`η, s ď 0.
Since a is continuous on r´L,`LsˆX 1 , it is uniformly continuous and so there is ρ ą 0 such that for every x PỸ , |apsqpyq| ă {4L for every y P B ρ pxq, s as above. It follows from Lemma 4.3 that there is m P N with associated box B m of length greater than 2L`2η such that |apsq| φpSmˆr0,t`ηsq ă {4L for every 0 ď t ď s ď`L,
In virtue of Lemma 2.1 we can choose n ą m such that φpS nˆr 0, tsq Ă φpS mr´η , t`ηsq˝for every t P r0,`Ls and φpS nˆr t, 0sq Ă φpS mˆr t´η,`ηsq˝for every
" φpS nˆr t, 0sq for t P r´L, 0s. Arguing as above, using compactness of S n , we have that for every γ ą 0 there is a δ ą 0 such that for s, t P r´L,`Ls, with |s´t| ă δ,
Hence Y pnq is continuous andỸ pnq :" p Ť tPr0,`Ls φpS nˆr 0, tsqq \ p
It is easy to see that the setŨ pmq :" p Ť tPr0,`Ls pt, φpS mˆr´η , t`ηsq˝qq\p
SinceỸ pnq ĂŨ pmq andỸ pnq is compact,Ũ pmq is open, by normality of r´L,`LsˆX, there is a continuous r0, 1s-valued function f which vanishes onỸ pnq and takes the value 1 on XzŨ pmq . Let b :" f a, where the product is intended to be the commutative product on Cpr´L,`LsˆXq. Viewing b as an element of C c pR, C c pXqq, we have
Since b belongs to A n pBq, the result follows. l 3 Suspended minimal Cantor systems
Rokhlin towers
If X is a locally compact space, φ : R ñ X is a free and minimal flow and S Ă X is the central slice of a flowbox with non-empty interior, we denote the first arrive time to S by τ S : X Ñ R`, that is τ S pxq " mintt ą 0 | φ t pxq P Su; the first return map Φ S : X Ñ S is given by Φ S pxq " φ τ S pxq pxq. This map is well-defined by minimality.
We focus now on the case of a free, minimal flow admitting a central slice that is a Cantor space. 
it is a homeomorphism with its image, 
Let p T : φpTˆr´l{4,`l{4sq Ñ T be the projection map. The map V Ñ T defined as y 1 Þ Ñ p T pφ τ C 1 pyq py 1is continuous, being the composition of continuous maps.
Moreover, it is injective. In fact, suppose there are y 1 , y 2 P V such that p T pφ τ C 1 pyq py 1" p T pφ τ C 1 pyq py 2 qq. Since both φ τ C 1 pyq py 1 q and φ τ C 1 pyq py 2 q belong to U , there are s 1 , s 2 P r´l{4,`l{4s andȳ P T such that φ τ C 1 pyq py 1 q " φ s 1 pȳq and φ τ C 1 pyq py 2 q " φ s 2 pȳq. In particular φ´s 1 py 1 q " φ´s 2 py 2 q and so y 1 " φ s 1´s2 py 2 q. But s 1´s2 P r´l{2,`l{2s and so y 1 " y 2 since they both belong to C 1 .
Hence the map p T˝φτ
It follows from Lemma 4.4 that, up to restricting to a smaller clopen set containing y, we can suppose that φpVˆrl{4, τ C 1 pyq´l{4sq has empty intersection with C 1 . Let y 1 P V . Then φ τ C 1 pyq´l{4 py 1 q can be uniquely written as φ s pzq for s P r´l{2, 0s, z P C 1 ; moreoveŕ s`τ C 1 pyq´l{4 " τ C 1 py 1 q. Since φ τ C 1 pyq py 1 q " φ l{4`s pzq and l{4`s P r´l{4,`l{4s, it follows that this is the unique way to write φ τ C 1 pyq py 1 q " φ t pz 1 q with t P r´l{4,`l{4s, z 1 P C 1 . Since φ τ C 1 pyq py 1 q belongs to φpTˆr´l{4,`l{4sq, it follows that z P T and p T pφ τ C 1 pyq py 1" z " Φ C 1 py 1 q.
Since the sequence tφ τ C 1 py i q py i qu is contained in a flowbox, we can project continuously on R and obtain
If B is a flowbox structure around a pointx P X with S 1 a Cantor space, then we can always replace B with a flowbox structure B 1 in which S n is a clopen subset of a central slice S corresponding to a flowbox B with non-empty interior, such that S n Ă S X B˝for every n P N. In this situation we will say that B 1 is a Cantor flowbox structure.
As a consequence of Lemma 3.1 we have the following Proposition 3.2. Let X be a compact metric space endowed with a free and minimal flow. Suppose that X admits a Cantor central slice. Then it admits a Cantor flowbox structure B " tφpS nˆr´ln {2,`l n {2squ nPN . For every n P N, the first return map Φ n :" Φ Sn | Sn : S n Ñ S n is a homeomorphism and the first return time τ n :" τ Sn | Sn : S n Ñ R`is continuous; in particular it admits strictly positive maximum and minimum. The original flow is a suspension flow over pS n , Φ n q.
Proof. Let n P N. Take S " T " S n in Lemma 3.1. Since S n is closed and the flow is minimal, Φ n pS n q " S n . Lemma 3.1 implies that Φ n is continuous. Since the flow is free, it follows from the definition of the map Φ n that it is injective. l From now on we fix a compact metric space X endowed with a free minimal flow admitting a Cantor central slice S. We keep the notation of Proposition 3.2.
By freeness, given a Cantor flowbox structure, we can replace it with a Cantor flowbox structure satisfying Φ´1 n pS n`1 q X S n`1 " H for every n P N. This hypothesis will be assumed in the sequel.
As in [8] , we consider Rokhlin type decompositions of S n relative to the embedding S n`1 Ă S n . Namely, let J n`1,n Ă N`be the finite set τ S n`1 pS n`1 q´1 Ă N`; for j P J n`1,n let the floors of the Rokhlin decomposition be the sets F pkq n`1,j :" Φ k n pτ´1 S n`1 pjqq, 0 ď k ď j. For j P J n`1,n the set T pjq n`1,n :"
3.2
The C˚-algebra associated to a Cantor flowbox structure
We keep the notation of the previous sections. Again, we fix a compact metric space X endowed with a free minimal flow and admitting a Cantor central slice S. We fix a Cantor flowbox structure B " tφpS nˆr´ln {2,`l n {2squ nPN around a pointx P S. In this section we will provide a manageable description of the C˚-algebra pCpXq¸Rqx , which will be used in the forthcoming section in order to compute the ordered K 0 -group of this C˚algebra. In fact, this C˚-algebra is an inductive limit of trivial fields of compact operators over the central slices. The information about the return times appear in the connecting morphisms.
Proposition 3.3. Let B be a Cantor flowbox structure around a pointx P X. For every n P N we have A n pBq » CpS n , Kq.
Proof. We begin by showing that for every n P N A n pBq admits a dense˚-embedding in CpS n , Kq. Fix n P N. For the sake of simplicity, throughout the proof, we will write t y in place of τ Sn pyq for y P S n .
Fix n P N. Let f P A n pBq and define K n,f py, s, tq :" t y f pt y pt´sqqpφ tyt pyqq, y P S n , s, t P r0, 1s.
K n,f is (pointwise) the kernel of a convolution operatorK n,f belonging to CpS n , KpL 2 pr0, 1sqqq. Explicitly, its action on an element ξ P L 2 pS n , L 2 pr0, 1sqq is given bỹ K n,f ξpy, tq " Let π n pf q :"K n,f .
If s " 0, f pt y tqpφ tyt pyqq " 0 for every t P r0, 1s. If s " 1, then f pt y pt´1qqpφ tyt pyqq " f pt y pt´1qqpφ typt´1q pφ ty pyqq " 0 for every t P r0, 1s, since φ ty pyq belongs to S n . It t P t0, 1u, then f pt y pt´sqqpφ tyt pyqq " 0 for every s P r0, 1s since in these cases φ tyt pyq belongs to S n . Hence K n,f belongs to CpS n , C 0 pp0, 1qˆp0, 1qqq, which, viewed as a set of convolution operators, is dense in CpS n , KpL 2 pr0, 1sqq, since C 0 pp0, 1qq is dense in L 2 pr0, 1sq.
First we check that π n is an algebraic˚-homomorphism. Note that, for f, g P A n pBq, y P S n , s, t P r0, 1s, we have pK n,f K n,g qpy, s, tq "
K n,f py, r, tqK n,g py, s, rqdr " t 2 y ż 1 0 f pt y pt´rqqpφ tyt pyqqgpt y pr´sqqpφ tyr pyqqdr, which equals K n,f g py, s, tq. Moreover,Kn ,f has convolution kernel K 1 given by K 1 py, s, tq " K n,f py, t, sq, which equals K n,f˚p y, s, tq.
Now we exhibit an inverse π´1 n : CpS n , C 0 pp0, 1qˆp0, 1Ñ A n pBq. Let K n be an element of CpS n , C 0 pp0, 1qˆp0, 1representing a convolution operator. Define f Kn P Cpr´1,`1s, C 0 pS nˆp 0, 1qq by f Kn psqpy, tq :"
Let τ Sn : S n Ñ R`be the first return time and consider the homeomorphism Ψ n : S nˆp 0, 1q Ñ XzS n , py, tq Þ Ñ φpy, τ Sn pyqtq. Then the formula π´1 n pK n qpsq :"
# pf Kn ps{τ Sn qq˝Ψ´1 n on XzS n 0 on S n defines an element of C c pR, C 0 pXzS nĂ C c pR, CpXqq. π´1 n is multiplicative and involutive. For y P S n , 0 ď t ď t y and t´t y ď s ď t, it gives π´1 n pK n qpsqpφ t pyqq " f Kn ps{t y qpΨ´1pφ t pyqq " t´1 y K n py, pt´sq{t y , t{t y q.
By direct computation one can check that π´1 n pK n q P A n pBq. Moreover, for y P S n , s, t P p0, 1q, we have K n,π´1 n pKnq py, s, tq " t y π´1 n pK n qpt y pt´sqqpφ tyt pyqq " t y f Kn pt´sqpΨ´1pφ tyt py" t y f Kn pt´sqpy, tq " t y r 1 t y K n py, t´pt´sq, tqs " K n py, s, tq.
Analogously we have π´1 n˝π n " id, hence,˚-algebraically, A n pBq » CpS n , C 0 pp0, 1qp 0, 1Ă CpS n , KpL 2 pr0, 1sqq.
Now we see how to extend π n to the desired˚-isomorphism. Let µ| Sn be an invariant probability measure for the action of Z on S n and let λ be the Lebesgue measure on R. Then µ 1 :" µ| Snˆλ is an invariant measure for X (cfr. [3] pag. 382) and we can normalize it to a probability measure µ :" pµ 1 pXqq´1pµ| Snˆλ q on X. As a consequence of minimality, µ is faithful, in the sense that non-empty open sets have strictly positive measure. This induces a faithful lower semicontinuous unbounded trace τ µ on CpXq¸R, given, for f P C c pR, CpXqq, by f Þ Ñ ş f p0qdµ, which restricts to a faithful lower semicontinuous unbounded trace on pCpXq¸Rqx . On the other hand, µ| Sn induces a faithful lower semicontinuous unbounded trace on CpS n , Kq given by ş Tr dµ| Sn " pµ 1 pXqq´1pµ| SnˆT rq.
For K n P CpS n , C 0 pp0, 1qˆp0, 1positive, we have τ µ pπ´1 n pK n" pµ 1 pXqq´1 
Tr dµ| Sn pK n q and so π n preserves these traces. τ µ ppf δqpf δq˚q " }π τµ pf q} " }f }.
It follows that π n extends to a (continuous)˚-isomorphism A n pBq » CpS n , Kq. l For every n P N, there is a natural inclusion A n pBq Ă A n`1 pBq at the level of the crossed product. In the following we will see how this embedding can be transposed to an embedding CpS n , Kq Ă CpS n`1 , Kq that respects the˚-isomorphisms π n , π n`1 .
For j P J n`1,n , 1 ď k ď j, denote by τ pkq n`1,n " τ F pkq n`1,j | F p0q n`1,j : F p0q n`1,j Ñ R`the k-th arrive time relative to Φ k n | F p0q n`1,j and τ n`i " τ S n`i , i " 0, 1. For k " 0 we let τ p0q n`1,n " 0.
Let n P N, j P J n`1,n and 0 ď k ď j. Given an element K pj,kq n P CpF pkq n`1,j , C 0 pp0, 1qp 0, 1qqq, define ι n,n`1 pK pj,kq n q P CpF p0q n`1,j , C 0 pp0, 1qˆp0, 1by ι n,n`1 pK pj,kq n qpy, s, tq " τ n`1 pyq τ n pΦ k n pyqq K pj,kq n˜Φ k n pyq, τ n`1 pyqs´τ pkq n`1,n pyq τ n pΦ k n pyqq , τ n`1 pyqt´τ pkq n`1,n pyq τ n pΦ k n pyqqf or τ pkq n`1,n pyq τ n`1 pyq ď t, s ď τnpΦ k n pyqq`τ pkq n`1,n pyq τ n`1 pyq , y P F p0q n`1,j and ι n,n`1 pK pj,kq n qpy, s, tq " 0 otherwise.
Let now K n P CpS n , C 0 pp0, 1qˆp0, 1qq. This can be written uniquely as K n " ř jPJ n`1,n ř j k"0 K pj,kq n , with K pj,kq n P CpF pkq n`1,j , C 0 pp0, 1qˆp0, 1as above. Define ι n,n`1 pK n q P CpS n`1 , C 0 pp0, 1qˆp0, 1by ι n,n`1 pK n q " ÿ jPJ n`1,n j ÿ k"0 ι n,n`1 pK pj,kq n q.
For every n P N consider the embedding i n,n`1 : A n pBq Ă A n`1 pBq given by definition. We have ι n,n`1˝πn " π n`1˝in,n`1 : A n pBq Ñ CpS n`1 , Kq.
We exhibit now a continuous extension of the embedding ι n,n`1 to an embedding ι n,n`1 : CpS n , Kq Ñ CpS n`1 , Kq. For, let j P J n`1,n and 0 ď k ď j be given and define the continuous field of operators U pj,kq n,n`1 : F p0q n`1,j Ñ BpL 2 pr0, 1sqq (continuity is intended in the strict topology of BpL 2 pr0, 1sq)) given by otherwise .
Then U pj,kq n,n`1 pyq is an isometry for every y P F p0q n`1,j and its adjoint is given by ppU pj,kq n,n`1 pyqq˚ξqptq " d τ n pΦ k n pyqq τ n`1 pyq ξ˜τ n pΦ k n pyqqt`τ pkq n`1,n pyq τ n`1 pyq¸;
the connecting morphism ι n,n`1 : CpF pkq n`1,j , Kq Ñ CpF p0q n`1,j , Kq Ă CpS n`1 , Kq reads, for f P CpF pkq n`1,j , Kq, y P F p0q n`1,j , ι n,n`1 pf qpyq " U pj,kq n,n`1 pyqf pΦ k n pyqqpU pj,kq n,n`1 pyqq˚.
Hence, writing f P CpS n , Kq as f " ř f j,k , with f j,k P CpF pkq n`1,j , Kq, we obtain ι n,n`1 pf q " ř ι n,n`1 pf j,k q. We note that if y P F p0q n`1,j , the associated isometries U pj,kq n,n`1 pyq, i " 1, ..., k have pairwise orthogonal ranges. In particular, ι n,n`1 preserves the orthogonality of the f j,k 's and defines a˚-homomorphism from CpS n , Kq to CpS n`1 , Kq.
Denote pCpXq¸Rqx " lim n CpS n , Kqq. As a consequence of the above discussion and of Proposition 3.3 we obtain Theorem 3.4. There is a˚-isomorphism πx : pCpXq¸Rqx Ñ pCpXq¸Rqx.
The K 0 -group
This section strongly relies on the results and ideas contained in [8] . Our purpose here is to obtain an analogue of the exact sequence appearing in Theorem 4.1 of [8] for our situation.
In the following we will denote ι n " ι n,n`1 : CpS n , Kq Ñ CpS n`1 , Kq. If φ : A Ñ B is å -homomorphism between C˚-algebras we let φ˚: K 0 pAq Ñ K 0 pBq be the corresponding group homomorphism. We fix a Cantor flowbox structure satisfying the hypothesis of the previous section.
Since K 0 pCpY" CpY, Zq for every totally disconnected compact space Y , we can write for f P CpS n , Zq and y P F p0q n`1,j , with j P J n`1,n and 0 ď k ď j, ι n,˚p f qpyq "
where we denote byΦ n,K P AutpCpS n , Kqq the natural extension to CpS n , Kq of the action Φ n on CpS n q. Under the˚-isomorphism CpS n , Kq » CpS n q b K this is the same asΦ n b id.
For every n P N we denote D n :" CpS n , Kq and fix a˚-isomorphism CpS n¸Φn ZqbK » CpXq¸R ([7] Corollary 9.1 and Corollary 6.7, [11] ). By the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence, the inclusion α n : CpS n q Ă CpS n q¸Φ n Z gives a surjection at the level of K 0groups. Hence the same is true for the composition γ n : D n " CpS n , Kq » CpS n q b K Ă CpS n¸Φn Zq b K » CpXq¸R for every n P N. Proposition 3.5. Let n P N and f P CpS n , Zq " K 0 pD n q be such that f | Φ´1 n pS n`1 q " 0. Then ι n,˚p f q " ι n,˚pΦn,K,˚p f qq.
Proof. Let j P J n`1,n and y P F p0q n`1,j Ă S n`1 ; denote by y 1 " Φ n pyq, y 2 " Φ 2 n pyq, ..., y i " Φ j n pyq the points of S n where y lands following the positive direction of the flow before returning to S n`1 , ordered accordingly to the natural order of the real numbers. Then ι n,˚p f qpyq " tr¨f
On the other hand, .
The result follows. l
In virtue of Proposition 3.5, we can define, for every n P N, a map CpΦ´1 n pS n`1 q, Zq Ñ K 0 pD n`1 q in the following way. Let f P CpΦ´1 n pS n`1 , Zqq, extend it to a continuous function g P CpS n , Zq. Then the map β n`1 pf q " ι n,˚p gq´ι n,˚pΦn,K,˚p gqq P K 0 pD n`1 q is well defined. Indeed, if g 1 , g 2 P CpS n , Zq are two extensions of f , then by Proposition 3.5 ι n,˚p g 1 q´ι n,˚p g 2 q " ι n,˚p g 1´g2 q " ι n,˚pΦn,K,˚p g 1´g2" ι n,˚pΦn,K,˚p g 1 qq´ι n,˚pΦn,K,˚p g 2 qq.
Proposition 3.6. For every n P N, there is a sequence
which is exact everywhere, except possibly in CpΦ´1 n pS n`1 q, Zq, where we have Impη n`1 q Ă kerpβ n`1 q.
Proof. The map η n`1 : Z Ñ CpΦ´1 n pS n`1 q, Zq sends an integer to the corresponding constant-valued function on Φ´1 n pS n`1 q. Hence exactness in Z is clear. It is also clear that Impη n`1 q Ă kerpβ n`1 q, since when applying β n`1 we can choose constant extensions, which vanish under β n`1 . We want to prove exactness in K 0 pD n`1 q. For a generic choice of i P J n`1,n and a point x P F p0q n`1,i Ă S n`1 , we denote by x 1 " Φ n pxq, ..., x i " Φ i n pxq its forward orbit in S n zS n`1 and by x i`1 " Φ i`1 n pxq its first return to S n`1 . Let g P CpΦ´1 n pS n`1 q, Zq and extend it to zero outside Φ´1 n pS n`1 q; call this extension f . Let j P J n`1,n , y P F p0q n`1,j Ă S n`1 , y " y 0 , y 1 " Φ n pyq, y 2 " Φ 2 n pyq, ..., y j " Φ j n pyq its forward orbit, then y " Φ n px i q " x i`1 for some i P J n`1,n , x i P Φ´1 n pS n`1 q, with x " x 0 P F p0q n`1,i . Note that Φ´1 n`1 pyq " x 0 " x. We have pΦ n`1,K,˚p ι n,˚p fpyq " pι n,˚p f qqpxq " tr¨f
while, for the above choice of j, ι n,˚pΦn,K,˚p f qqpyq " tr¨f pΦ´1 n pyqq 0 0 f pΦ´1 n py 10 . . .
Note now that for every 1 ď k ď j, Φ´1 n py k q P Φ´1 n pS n`1 q if and only if y k P S n`1 ; then, since Φ´1 n pyq " x i , we have ι n,˚pΦn,K,˚p f qqpyq " tr¨f
Then we obtainΦ n`1,K,˚p ι n,˚p f" ι n,˚pΦn,K,˚p f qq, from which it follows that γ n`1,˚ιn,˚p f q " γ n`1,˚Φn`1,K,˚ιn,˚p f q " γ n`1,˚ιn,˚Φn,K,˚p f q.
proving that Impβ n`1 q Ă kerpγ n`1,˚q . In order to prove the other inclusion, we make use of the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence and the commutativity of the diagram K 0 pCpS n`1K 0 pCpS n`1K 0 pCpS n`1 q¸Φ n`1 Zq
id˚´Φ n`1,p idbe 1,1 q˚pidbe 1,1 q˚α n`1,˚p idbe 1,1 qi d˚´pΦ n`1 bidq˚pα n`1 bidq˚( 4) which give kerpγ n`1,˚q " Impid˚´Φ n`1,K,˚q , where id˚´Φ n`1,K,˚: CpS n`1 , Zq Ñ CpS n`1 , Zq. Hence we only need to observe that any element in CpS n`1 , Zq is the image under ι n,o f a Z-valued function on S n which vanishes outside Φ´1 n pS n`1 q, since, as just seen, for such functions we haveΦ n`1,K,˚p ι n,˚p f" ι n,˚pΦn,K,˚p f qq. In order to see this, let f P CpS n`1 , Zq and consider the homeomorphisms Φ i n : F p0q n`1,i Ñ Φ´1 n pS n`1 q, for i P J n`1,n . Hence Φ´1 n pS n`1 q " Ů iPJ n`1,n Φ i ,n pF p0q n`1,i q. Define the function g P CpS n , Zq given by g| Φ´1 n pS n`1 q " ř iPJ n`1,n χ Φ i n pF p0q n`1,i q pf˝pΦ i n q´1q and g| SnzΦ´1 n pS n`1 q " 0. Then ι n,˚p gq " f . l For every n P N let e n : CpS n q Ñ CpS n´1 q¸Z be the embedding given by extension to zero outside S n , composed with the canonical embedding CpS n´1 q Ă CpS n´1¸Z q. Lemma 3.7. For every n P N there is a˚-homomorphism φ n : CpS n q¸Φ n Z Ñ CpS n´1 q¸Φ n´1 Z such that φ n pf q " e n pf q for every f P CpS n q.
Proof. For i " 0, 1 denote by u n´1`i the unitary in CpS n´1`i q¸Z implementing the action. Consider the Rokhlin towers decomposition S n " Ů jPJ n`1,n Ů j k"0 F pkq n,j relative to the inclusion S n Ă S n´1 . The element v n´1 :" ř iPJ n`1,n χ Φ j`1 n´1 pF p0q n,j q u i`1 n´1 is a partial isometry with support and range projections both equal to χ Sn . They give the covariance relation v n´1 e n pf qvn´1 " e n pf˝Φ´1 n q for f P CpS n q. It follows that the map φ n : C c pZ, CpS nÑ C c pZ, C c pS n´1given by φ n p ř kPZ f k u k n q " ř kě0 e n pf qv k n´1`řkă0 f k v k,n´1 is an algebraic -homomorphism. Abusing notation, we write vn´1 " v´1 n´1 , in such a way that φ n reads φ n p ř kPZ f k u k n q " ř kPZ e n pf qv k n´1 . We want to check continuity of φ n . Let x P S n . This determines a sequence tmpjqu jPZ Ă Z given by the condition Φ m n´1 pxq P S n if and only if m P tmpjqu. Consider the associated representation ρ x : CpS n´1¸Z q Ñ Bpl 2 pZqq. Let ξ x P l 2 pZq. Then
otherwise .
It follows that φ n is continuous. l Proposition 3.8. For every n P N there is a commutative diagram
with exact rows except in CpΦ´1 n pS n`1 q, Zq and CpΦ´1 n`1 pS n`2 q, Zq.
Proof. We have to define the vertical arrows (see Proposition 3.6) and the modified arrows γ n`i,˚, i " 1, 2. The map Z Ñ Z is the identity and the map K 0 pD n`1 q Ñ K 0 pD n`2 q is ι n`1,˚.
For what concerns the second vertical arrow, let f P CpΦ´1 n pS n`1 q, Zq. We want to find g P CpΦ´1 n`1 pS n`2 q, Zq such that ι n`1,˚p gq´ι n`1,˚pΦn`1,K,˚p gqq " ι n,n`2,˚p f qί n,n`2,˚pΦn,K,˚p f qq, where we are considering f respectively g as functions defined on S n respectively S n`1 , after extension to zero outside their domains. Consider the tower decompositions S n " Ů jPJ n`1,n T pjq n`1 relative to S n`1 Ă S n and S n`1 " Ů jPS n`2,n`1 T pjq n`2 relative to S n`2 Ă S n`1 . Let y P F p0q n`2,i Ă S n`2 for some i P J n`2,n`1 . Denote by y 0 " y, y 1 , ..., y i the points in the forward orbit of y which intersect S n`1 zS n`2 at times less than the time needed to y in order to return to S n`2 (y k " Φ k n`1 pyq, 0 ď k ď i). In the same way, every y k belongs to the 0-th floor of a Rokhlin tower of height lpkq associated to Φ n ; for every 0 ď k ď i and 0 ď j ď lpkq we denote by y k,j the points in the forward orbit of y k " y k,0 which intersect S n zS n`1 before returning to S n`1 (y k,j " Φ j n y k ). Hence Thus ι n,n`2,˚f pyq´ι n,n`2,˚Φn,K,˚f pyq " f py i,lpiq q´f pΦ´1 n pyqq.
Keep the above notation. Every point of Φ´1 n`1 pS n`2 q is of the form y i for some y P S n`2 belonging to the 0-th floor F p0q n`2,i of a Rokhlin tower T piq n`2 . Define g P CpΦ´1 n`1 pS n`2 q, Zq Ă CpS n`1 , Zq as gpy i q " f py i,lpiq q. We have ι n`1,˚g pyq " tr¨g Hence ι n`1,n`2,˚g pyq´ι n`1,n`2,˚Φn`1,K,˚g pyq " f py i,lpiq q´f pΦ´1 n pyqq.
We fix a˚-isomorphism CpXq¸R » pCpS 2 q¸Φ 2 ZqbK and then consider K 0 pCpS 2 q¸Φ 2 Zq in place of K 0 pCpXq¸Rq. The rightmost vertical arrow is id˚: K 0 pCpS 2 q¸Φ 2 Zq Ñ K 0 pCpS 2 q¸Φ 2 Zq. Letγ 2,˚" α 2,˚, where α 2 is the canonical embedding CpS 2 q Ă CpS 2 q¸Z. Letγ 3,˚: " e 3,˚( cfr. Lemma 3.7) and for n ą 3, letγ n,˚: " φ 3,˚˝. ..˝φ n´1,˚˝en,˚.
We have to check commutativity on the rightmost square. Let n ě 2 and f P CpS n`1 , Zq; using the Rokhlin tower decompositon relative to S n`2 Ă S n`1 , we can write f " ř jPJ n`2,n`1 f j , where for every j P J n`2,n`1 , f j " ř j k"0 f pkq j corresponds to the decomposition of the corresponding tower into j`1 floors. Then, taking classes in K 0 pCpS n q¸Zq, for every j we obtain φ n`1,˚en`2,˚ιn`1,˚fj " φ n`1,˚¨f
A similar procedure applies to the case n " 1.
Note that the first raw for n " 1 is exact in virtue of Proposition 3.6. Hence, in order to prove exactness for n ą 1, it is enough to show that the vertical maps δ n`1 : CpΦ´1 n pS n`1 q, Zq Ñ CpΦ´1 n`1 pS n`2 q, Zq and ι n`1,˚: K 0 pD n`1 q Ñ K 0 pD n`2 q are surjective for every n. Surjectivity of the map ι n`1,˚w as established in Proposition 3.6. We claim that δ n`1 is surjective as well. Indeed, consider the restriction to Φ´1 n`1 pS n`2 q of the decomposition S n`1 " Ů jPJ n`1,n F p0q n`1,j of S n`1 in 0-th floors of Rokhlin towers relative to the inclusion S n`1 Ă S n : Φ´1 n`1 pS n`2 q " Ů jPJ n`1,nF p0q n`1,j , withF p0q n`1,j " F p0q n`1,j X Φ´1 n`1 pS n`2 q. For j P J n`1,n and g P CpΦ´1 n`1 pS n`2 q, Zq, we let f | Φ j n pF p0q n`1,j q " g˝Φ´j n | Φ j n pF p0q n`1,j q , where as usual we identify g with its extension on S n . Let also f | Φ´1 n pS n`1 qz Ů jPJ n`1,n Φ j n pF p0q n,j q " 0. Then δ n`1 pf q " g and the result follows. l For every n P N we can define a map t n : S n`1 Ñ Φ´1 n pS n`1 q by sending y to Φ j n pyq for y P F p0q n`1,j , with j P J n`1,n . This was implicitly used to define the maps δ n in Proposition 3.8. Note that, for every n P N, Φ n˝tn " Φ n`1 . Lemma 3.9. For every n, k P N we have t n˝tn`1˝. ..˝t n`k pΦ´1 n`k`1 pS n`k`2" Φ´1 n pS n`k`2 q.
Proof. For every n P N, Φ n`1 factors as Φ n`1 " Φ n˝tn . Hence, for every n, k P N, Φ n`k`1 " Φ n`k˝tn`k " ... " Φ n˝tn˝. ..˝t n`k . The result follows. l Theorem 3.10. Let γ˚" lim nγn,˚: K 0 ppCpXq¸Rqxq Ñ K 0 pCpXq¸Rq. Then γ˚is an isomorphism of ordered groups.
Proof. In virtue of Proposition 3.8 we always have maps
with exact rows except possibly at lim n CpΦ´1 n pS n`1 q, Zq. We want to prove that η is surjective. Denote by δ n`1 : CpΦ´1 n pS n`1 q, Zq Ñ CpΦ´1 n`1 pS n`2 q, Zq the morphism defined in Proposition 3.8. Let n P N and f P CpΦ´1 n pS n`1 q, Zq be given; we will see that there are k P N and m P Z such that δ n`k˝δn`k´1˝. ..˝δ n`1 pf q " η n`k`1 pmq.
There is an open set U Ă Φ´1 n pS n`1 q containing the point z " Ş mPN Φ´1 n pS n`m`1 q on which f is constant, f pyq " m for some m P Z, for every y P U . Let k P N be such that Φ´1 n pS n`k`2 q Ă U . It follows from Lemma 3.9 that δ n`k`1˝δn`k˝. ..˝δ n`1 pf q " η n`k`2 pmq. Hence γ˚is an isomorphism of groups.
The inclusion α n : CpS n q Ă CpS n q¸Φ n Z induces a surjective group homomorphism at the level of K 0 -groups, which sends the classes of projections in CpS n q b K surjectively on the classes of projections in pCpS n q¸Φ n Zq b K. By Proposition 3.8 the same is true for γ˚. It follows that the map γ˚: K 0 ppCpXq¸Rqxq Ñ K 0 pCpXq¸Rq is an isomorphism of ordered groups, being surjective on the classes of projections and an isomorphism at the level of groups. The result follows from Elliott classification theorem for AF-algebras ( [5] ). l Let n P N and denote by A pnq x the orbit breaking subalgebra in the pointx P S n associated to the minimal action Φ n P AutpCpS n([8]). 
Appendix
This appendix contains basic facts about flows on metric spaces that are used throughout the paper. Lemma 4.1. Let X be a locally compact metric space and φ : R ñ X a flow. Denote by P c pXq the set of compact subsets of X, endowed with the Hausdorff distance d H . If t 1 ă t 2 and Y : rt 1 , t 2 s Ñ P c pXq, t Þ Ñ Y t is continuous, then ď tPrt 1 ,t 2 s pt, Y t q Ă rt 1 , t 2 sˆX is closed.
Proof. Let pr, xq P prt 1 , t 2 sˆXqz Ť tPrt 1 ,t 2 s pt, Y t q. Letd be the metric on rt 1 , t 2 sˆX given bȳ dppt 1 , x 1 q, pt 2 , x 2" |t 1´t2 |`dpx 1 , x 2 q. This metric generates the topology of rt 1 , t 2 sˆX. Since Y r is closed, there is ą 0 such that inf yrPYr dpx, y r q ą
It follows from the hypothesis that there is {8 ě δptY t uq " δ ą 0 such that d H pY s , Y t q ă {8 for every |s´t| ă δ.
In particular, using compactness of the Y t 's, for every y s P Y s there isȳ t P Y t such that dpy s ,ȳ t q " inf ytPYt dpy s , y t q ď sup
for every |s´t| ă δ. Let δ 1 ppr, xqq " δ 1 ą 0 be such that dpps, x 1 q, pr, xqq ă {4 for every |s´r| ă δ 1 , x 1 P B δ 1 pxq.
Let y s P Y s , 0 ă |s´r| ă mintδ, δ 1 u and x 1 P B δ 1 pxq. Letȳ r be given as in (6) . Then p5q ădppr, xq, pr,ȳ rďdppr, xq, ps, x 1 qq`dpps, x 1 q, ps, y s qq`dpps, y s q, pr,ȳ rp6q ă {4`dpps, x 1 q, ps, y s qq`2p {8q
Hence inf B δ 1 pxq tdpps, x 1 q, ps, y s qqu ą {2 for every y s P Y s , with |s´t| ă mintδ, δ 1 u and so there is an open neighborhood of pr, xq that is not contained in Ť tPrt 1 ,t 2 s pt, Y t q, proving that Ť tPrt 1 ,t 2 s pt, Y t q is closed. l Lemma 4.2. Let X be a locally compact metric space and φ : R ñ X a flow. Let Y Ă X compact, ą 0 and f P C 0 pXq be such that |f || Y ď . There is δ ą 0 such that |f pxq| ă 2 for every x P φ r´δ,`δs pY q.
Proof. If the claim does not hold, there are sequences ty n u Ă Y and t n Ñ 0 such that f pφ tn py ně 2 for every n P N. By compactness we can replace ty n u with a convergent subsequence y n Ñȳ P Y . Then, by continuity of the flow,ȳ " lim φ tn py n q and f pȳq ě 2 , which is a contradiction. l
